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introduction, is the large amount of space devoted to English history.
The marriage of Elizabeth, daughter of Edward I, to John I, count of
Holland and Zealand, began to intensify the connexion between England
and Holland, already established by economic and political ties. These
relations became closer after the betrothal of Edward, duke of Aquitaine,
afterwards Edward HI, with Philippa of Hainault-Holland, and the support
given by the Hollanders to the expedition which resulted in the dethrone-
ment of Edward H. The chronicler shows the liveliest interest in English
affairs and narrates many episodes at considerable length. The first full
treatment of English history is to be found on pp. 104-6, where the battle
of Boroughbridge and the fate of Hereford, Elizabeth of Holland's second
husband, are described in a highly novel and apparently quite mythical
fashion. More important is the detailed account of the revolution of 1826
on pp. 170-180, where the obvious motive of William is to make the best
of the part played by John of Hainault and the Holland-Hainault ele-
ment in carrying out that sordid but necessary change. Other references
to English affairs follow. On pp. 155, 281 and 282 we have matters
relating to Aquitaine; on p. 207 the abortive Scottish campaign of
1827 and the later adventures of John of Hainault in England; on
p. 207 the treaty of Northampton; on p. 255 the projected pilgrimage of
the dying Bobert Bruce; on pp. 219-20 the claim of Edward m to
France; and on pp. 256-58 the revolution of 1880. It cannot be said
that what is new in William's tales about England is always particularly
true, though his story has its use as an indication of contemporary foreign
opinion. Almost the last event noticed in the Chronicle is the marriage
of Eleanor, sister of Edward III, with Count Reginald of Gelderland, on
pp. 267-8. Some of the editor's notes on English affairs are not quite
up to date, as, for example, his statement on p. 267 that Isabella of
France werd vvcbannen naar Castle Bising. The reticence and respect
shown by Edward III to his mother's good fame are not imitated by
William of Egmond, who gives a picturesque, but probably unauthentic,
account of the manner in which the young lring discovered Isabella's
guilty relations with Mortimer. Even more apocryphal, we fear, is the
anecdote of the sharp rebuke said to have been administered by the
young Edward to Hugh le Despenser, on p. 171. Edward II has so
much to answer for that it is hard he should be charged with seducing
his niece, the younger Hugh's wife, on p. 177. William has to make
out a case for approving of the revolution of 1826, and also of the removal
of Isabella and Mortimer in 1880. In the former period Isabella is all
that could be desired ; it is only at the time of her fall that her vices are
recorded against her. T. F. Tour.

The Master of Game. By EDWABD, Second DUKE OP YOBK. The Oldest
English Book on Hunting. Edited by W. A. and F. BAILIJB-
GBOHHAH. (London : BaUantyne, Hanson & Co. 1904.)

THIS is a very handsome volume, a folio; paper, type, illustrations, and
appropriate doeskin binding all that could be desired.

Chartae regiae,
NoYi umbilici, lora rubra, tnembrana
Dereeta plumbo, et pumice omnia aequaia.
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Moreover the editors have bestowed infinite pains upon their work and
have produced a book which may be read with pleasure, not only by
sportsmen, but also by all who care for country life and the things of the
country.

The Master of Game is a work on hunting and on the ways of beasts
of the chase and of other n.nimn.iH, both hunting and hunted. It has
been ascribed by successive writers to Edmund of Langley, the first duke
of York; but it is in fact the work of his son, Edward, the second duke,
as the editors show from entries in the early copy transcribed by John
Shirley in the middle of the fifteenth century,1 which tells us that the
' Maystre of the Game' was ' contreved and made by my lord of Yorke
that dyed at Achincourt the day of the batayle.' It almost detracts from
the enjoyment of the book to think that we owe it to the traitor Butland
and Aumerle of Richard El's reign, the traitor, too, of Henry IV's reign,
who succeeded his filther as duke of York in 1402, and, felix opportvni-
tate mortis, closed his inglorious career on the field of Aginoourt in 1415.
He held the office of master of game to Henry IV in 1406 : hence the
title given to his work, whioh he dedicated to Henry, prince of Wales.
The period of its compilation, therefore, lies between 1406 and 1418.
But, after all, the work has no great claim to originality. It is mainly
a translation of part of the 'Livre de Chasse' of the great medieval
Nimrod, Gaston Phoebus, count of Foix, a work which was commenced
in the year 1887, and which Mr. Baillie-Grohman signalises as ' indu-
bitably the most famous hunting book of .all times.' Of the thirty-six
chapters of the duke of York's book only five are original. The manu-
script chosen to supply the text here printed is the Cottonian MS., Ves-
pasian, B. xii., of the early fifteenth century; and all the passages which
are the duke's own composition are printed in italics.

If the editors had confined themselves to printing The Master of Game,
their book would have been of modest dimensions, but they have employed
it only as a nucleus of material for a fairly complete history of venery in
England in the middle ages. The text is accompanied with a modernised
transcription, and with chapters on the authorship of the work, on Gaston
de Foix and his book, on English hunting in the middle ages ; with a very,
full appendix in illustration of the subject; with a particularly interest-
ing bibliography of works on hunting down to the close of the sixteenth
century; and with a glossary and index : and the whole is introduced to
the reader by a sympathetic ' foreword' of President Roosevelt. But this
is not alL As The Master of Game owes so much to the work of the
count of Foix, and on the assumption that sport of the fifteenth century
was conducted very much on the same lines in England as in France, and
that French illustrations may therefore serve also for an English work,
the editors have adorned their volume with a series of reproductions of
miniatures from a handsome manuscript (no. 616) of the 'Livre de
Chasse' in the Bibliotheque Natdonale of Paris. The manuscript has an
interesting history. M. Delisle in his Inventaire remarks on its simil-
arity in style of production to many of the manuscripts of the famous
collector Jean, due de Berry, son of Charles V of France, and it
may very well have been executed for that prince at the beginning

1 British Museum, Add. US. 16105.
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of the fifteenth century, not so very long after the publication of the work.
Later it passed into the possession of the family of Poitiers, counts
of Valentinoifl, possibly, as the editors suggest, by the marriage of Aymer
de Poitiers with Marie, natural daughter of Louis XI. After many vicis-
situdes it became national property in the Revolution of 1848. Out of-
the eighty-seven miniatures contained in the manuscript five-and-forty
are reproduced in the present Volume. But it is to be regretted that the
editors have assigned the manuscript to too late a period, placing it in the
middle of the fifteenth century, in spite of the opinion of GO indubitable
an authority as M. Deliale, who rightly dates it at the beginning of
the century. The miniatures are executed with spirit, and more than
usual care has been, bestowed upon the a.ninnn.1 drawing, in order to
secure faithful representations of the different creatures pourtrayed. But
while the execution may be pronounced good the art is not of a very
high order. The ascription of the paintings, by one authority quoted by
the editors, to the band of the famous French artist Jean Fouequet, who
was probably not even born when the manuscript was executed, is an
instance of the wild ideas that are sometimes entertained about medieval
art. The manuscript is indeed a very handsome illuminated book, but it
does not pretend to be anything more.

We must leave the reader to peruse for himself Mr. Grohman's
observations on English hunting in the middle ages, merely noting our
gratification that, at least before Tudor days, ' i t was the pleasure of
tracking the beast to its haunts, of seeing hounds picking out the scent,
of helping them with voice and horn, of encouraging them to follow
staunchly the tracks of one and the same beast, in spite of all its wiles
and ruses, which was the chief enjoyment, not the slaying of the hunted
animal.' This view is well borne out by the authors of old hunting books,
who wrote in a properly loyal spirit and with sound sportsmanlike
instincts. To the ' Master of Game,' as to Gaston Phoebus before him,
and to others before Gaston, the hunter's life was one of the happiest.
When he ' ryseth in the mornyng he sawe (sic) a swete and fayre morow,
and the olere wedir and bryght, and hereth the songe of the small fbwles,
the which syngen swetely with grete melodye and ful of love. And whan
the sonne is arise he shall see the fressh dewe uppon the smale twygges
and grasse, and the sunne which by his vertu shall make hem sheyne;
and that is grete lykeng and joye to the hunters hert.' And his whole
day is so fully occupied that he has no time to pay attention to the seven
deadly sins,' wherfbre he must go to paradys.'

With this comfortable assurance the master proceeds to business, and
in the first eleven chapters .he tells us of the hare (' a good lityl beest'),
the hart, the buck, the roe, the wild-boar, the wolf, the fox (' faire for the
good crie of the houndis that folowen hym so nye and with so good a
will . . . . for he stinketh evermore'), the badger, the wild cat (' if-Any
beest hath the develis streynt in* hym, without doute it is the catt'), and
the otter,, and of their natures. His formula of introduction of each of
them is that it is ' a common beast enough, and therefore I need not tell
of his making, for there are few men who have not seen gome .of them,'
save only thai, in the case of the wolf, he uses the phrase ' few men
beyond the sea,' an indication that the creature had become-rare in
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England in the fifteenth century. Then from the hunted ftnimniq he
turns con amort to their pursuers, the hounds of various kinds. In all
the old hunting books the love of the huntsman for his dogs is con-
spicuous. ' A hound,' says the Master,' is true to his lord and his master,
and of good love and true. A hound is of great understanding and of
great knowledge; a hound hath great strength and great goodness; a
hound is a wise beast and a kind.' One writer of an English hunting
book of the sixteenth century goes BO far as to assert that' he cannot be
a gentleman whyche loveth not a dogge.' We are rather inclined to
agree with him. -First we are told of the running hounds—the chiens
courants—that is, all such dogs as "hunted by scent in packs. But, as
Mr. Grohman warns us, seeing that The Master of Qame is only a render-
ing of Gaston's book, and that the hounds described are therefore French
dogs, there is little here to help us to trace the ancestry of the modern
English hound. Still the running hounds represented in the accom-
panying miniatures bear some resemblance to the bread of our own time.
Various are the kinds of running hounds, but we pass on to the grey-
hound, an important aniTniti in the chase in the middle ages. In the
miniatures we see him hunting the roebuck, the hart, and the hare, in
company with running hounds. Under this head Mr. Grohman would
include the Irish wolf-hound and the Scotch deer-hound, as well as the
smooth-coated greyhound of Italian breed. The latter, as represented in
the miniatures, seems to have had all the characteristics which he possesses
to-day. The greyhound ' shuld be curtaise and nought too felle (fierce),
wel fblowyng his maistere and doyng whatevere he hym commaundeth ;
he shuld be good and kyndly and dene, glad and joyful and playeng, wel
willyng and goodly to all maner folkes.' The alaunt, the French alan,
was a big dog of Spanish breed (we doubt the derivation of his name
from the ancient Alani), which seems to have somewhat resembled the
modern English mastiff, and to have had the tenacity characteristic of
our bulldog. He was not a favourite with Gaston Phoebus. ' They that
be gentle should be made and shaped as a greyhound, even of all things
save of the head, the which should be great and short;' but ' in all
manner of ways alauntes are treacherous and evil understanding, and
more foolish and more hair-brained than any other kind of hound.' Nor
are spaniels much in favour. They are fussy, fighters, and great barkers,
and bad dogs to lead a-hunting with running hounds; ' they have many
bad qualities, like the country that they come from.' Lastly, the French
Tnmtiffn, which ' byn of cherlish nature and of foule shape,' as repre-
sented in the miniatures, are dogs with pointed muzzles, and are quite
different from our modern dog which goes by that name*

In the concluding section of The Master of Qame, which treats
specially of the art of venery, we find certain chapters which are the
duke of York's own composition, and which may therefore be accepted
as the outcome of bis own personal knowledge of the art Full par-
ticulars are given 'how the ordinance should be made for the hart-
hunting by strength'—that is, hunting by hounds, or by strength of
hounds, a literal rendering of the French a force de chiens—and.' how the
hart should be harboured'—that is, marked down in his lair by the timer,
or track hound—' when the king or my lord the prince or any of their blood
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will hun t ; ' ' how the hart should be moved with the limer and run to and
slain with strength;' and, above all , ' how an hunter should seek and find
the hare with running hounds and slay her with strength:' the favourite
chase, for ' the hare is king of all venery; for all blowing and the fair
terms of hunting cometh of the seeking and the finding of the hare.'
This predilection for the hare seems even to have had its influence on the
artist of the miniatures, for the most pleasing of all his pictures is that
which depicts this little creature undisturbed in the woods. Lastly, the
master describes ' the ordinance and the manner of hunting when the
king will hunt in forests or in parks for the hart, with bows and grey-
hounds and stable (stations)'—in other words, the arrangements for a royal
deer-drive.

The bibliography of medieval literature relating to the chase (exclud-
ing works on hawking) takes us back to the earliest extant treatises. The
first is the Chaste du Cerf, the oldest in the French language, in form of
a didactic poem of the thirteenth century. The oldest treatise of English
origin is the short Art de Vinerie, written in French by William Twici,
or Twety or Twyt, huntsman of Edward II, in or before the year 1828.
But these two works are of minor importance in comparison with the
Livre du Boy Modus, written in French in the fourteenth century, a work
cast in a moralising and didactic shape, in which the master instructs his
apprentices, and which contributed towards succeeding works, including
that of Gaston Phoebus, and consequently The Master of Game. The
next work of importance has a personal interest. This is the Herman des
Oiseaux, ou Roman des Dtduits, an allegorical composition in French verse
by Qace de la Buigne. The writer was chaplain to John II of France, and
shared his master's captivity in England after the battle of Poitiers. I t
was while the king was confined at Hertford (not Hereford), in 1859, that
Gace was commanded to compose the treatise for the instruction of the
young prince Philip, duke of Burgundy; but before this could be
accomplished the chaplain was sent back to France on the reduction of
King John's household, and his work was not finished until 1878. In
plain words, Qace was a hunting parson, who, like many of his cloth with
similar tastes, felt the necessity of excusing his sporting predilections
and of demonstrating the value of hunting in inducing a virtuous life.
As a churchman he declares that no alleluia sung in chapel may compare
with the musio of hounds giving tongue. But, while a parson may hunt,
a lady should not do so. She may go a-hawking with propriety, but

Or fl est voir que one grant dame,
Qni veult garder sa bonne fame,
Ne ferroit pas des esperons
Far hayes, par boys, et par btdssons,
Ne s'en yroit pas volentiers
Tuer eerfz, ne loups, ne sangliers.

A later writer, Jacques de Breze*, seneschal of Normandy and author
of a Livre de la Chasse, did not hold these tingftllant views. His work is
dedicated to Anne de Beaujeu, daughter of Louis XI.,

la belle rose fleurye,
Le senl reffoge et la maistresse
Du beau meatier de vennerye.
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We have only space remaining to note that the famous Boke of St.
Albans of I486, the Boke of Huntyng of Dame Juliana Barnes, or
Berners, has affinities with the earlier hunting books that have been
described in Mr. Grohman's bibliography.

That there should be a few blemishes, misprints, and typographical
faults in a book of this nature is inevitable. The only lapse which is
surprising is the nniyflimnigm of which the editors are guilty when they
speak of wild boars committing depredations in the potato patches of the
peasants of the fifteenth century, and describe one of the figures-in
a miniature as holding a sack containing potatoes.

E. MAUHDE THOMPSON.

Les Etais G&ntraux des Duchis de Lorraine et de Bar jusqu'a la MajorUi
de Charles III (1569). Par EMILH DUVHBNOT. (Paris: Picard.
1904.)

DR. EMTLE DTTVEBNOT, archivist of the department of Meurthe-et-Moselle,
gives us in this solid volume the first account of the local estates of
Lorraine and Bar that corresponds to the needs of modern scholarship. -
It is hardly to be wondered that this aspect of the constitutional history
of Lorraine should not have hitherto excited great attention. The his-
tory of the estates begins late and ends early. The first recorded occa-
sion on which the three estates are mentioned as meeting is in I486,
and it is not quite certain that even then all the three orders were
methodically summoned. But the contest between the houses of Anjou
and Vaud6mont, the non-residence and weakness of the victorious
Angevins, and. the remarkable authority possessed by the ancient aris-
tocracy in the government of the duchy all contrived to bring the new
institution to early maturity. From the days of Ben6 I and his sons
to the close of the minority of Charles EH, in 1659, the estates played a.
constant, active, and important part in the affairs of Lorraine. From
Charles Hi's assuming the government began an autocratio reaction
which ended with the termination of assemblies of the estates in 1629,
just before the long occupation of the duchy by Louis XHL M. Duvernoy
stops his story at the former date, because the abundance of documents
during the period of decadence invites a more elaborate treatment than
was possible in earlier times, and because, therefore, the complete history
would have outrun the limits of a single volume.

Unluckily the materials for describing the composition, procedure,
and functions of the estates of Lorraine and Bar are very fragmentary,

-and all M. Duvemoy's ingenuity cannot avail to give US' a complete and
satisfying picture. There seems uncertainty still as to who constituted
the estates, though their generally aristocratic character is dearly
brought out. For the early period M. Duvernoy is perhaps more
instructive on the general features of the constitutional history of the
two duchies, and on the political history of the dukes from Bene" I to
Charles EH, than on the precise subject of his investigations. His first
book, on the origins of the estates, pats into clear light some of the
peculiarities of Lotharingian institutions, notably the immnTiBA authority
of the close nobility of the oorps de Vancienne chevalerie and their ex-
clusive possession of judicial power through their monopoly of place in
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